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The Education Meeting of the Board of Education was called to order at 7:05 p.m., on Monday, January 22, 2018, 

by Chairman Anthony Amato. Present were Board members: John Buonaiuto, Alan Brown, Gregory Cava, 

Michelle Gorra, James Hirschfield, Jennifer Pote, Lisa Roush, Michael Sinatra, Julie Stuart, and Peter Tagley. 

Patricia Cosentino, Ed.D., Superintendent of Schools was also present.  Stephanie Kolnick was absent. 

 

Also present were: Cathy Colella, Principal at BFS / BS; Teresa DeBrito, Director of Curriculum, Instruction 

and Assessment; Lori Ferreira, Associate Principal at SVS; Karen Fildes, Director of Technology & 

Communications;  Allyson O’Hara, Director of Pupil Services; and Donald O’Leary, Director of Facilities. 

 

 

PUBLIC COMMENT 

 

Carolan Dwyer, Bridgewater – mentioned Dr. Prowda’s projected enrollment numbers and handed out 

information she put together, “Filling Empty Seats,” also commented on tuition-in. 

 

Howard Barnett, Washington – commented on AgSTEM, enrollment, financial numbers and spending. 

 

Ed Wainwright, Bridgewater – commented on AgSTEM, enrollment numbers and spending. 

 

Alan Brown addressed the comment on the AgSTEM information regarding wait list numbers being incorrect 

and acceptance numbers, that had been presented for Nonnewaug at a previous Board meeting. 

 

 

CONSENT AGENDA 

 

Approval of minutes: Education Meeting, December 18, 2017 

                                   Business Meeting, January 8, 2018 

                

 

REPORTS AND RECOGNITION 
 

Board Chair’s Report:  Chairman Amato commented on the upcoming Model United Nations Conference, 

hosted by Harvard, which the Shepaug Team will be attending and representing France. Mr. Amato spoke on the 

consideration of the motion on the agenda, which would be authorizing the Building Committee to spend 

$32,871,972.00 to proceed with the AgSTEM project. Mr. Amato stated, “Tonight we will consider a motion 

regarding the AGSTEM program which authorizes the Building Committee to proceed with the project as 

described in the Ed Specs, in the Design Documents and within the authorized budget...all of which have been 

approved by the Board of Education and the State.   The Building Committee will operate inside these guide 

rails.  Like all construction projects, there will be ebbs and flows and decisions that need to be made in real-

time.  There may be circumstances that would require the Committee to come back to the Board and or the State 

for approvals.  The next major milestone is completion of construction documents and going to RFP.  The 

Committee, working with the architect and construct manager will have the discretion to enter into 

contracts.  There will be check points along this path with the State of Connecticut before the project can 

proceed to the next phase.  Greg will describe all of this in more detail and address your questions.  It is 

incumbent upon each Board member to understand the implications of this motion so I encourage the Board to 

engage.  Remember the Building Committee is responsible to the Board and the Board is ultimately accountable 

to the Region.  If you are less than confident with authority being vested, I suggest the Board consider to 

postpone this motion to the next meeting.  Thank you in advance for a robust conversation.” 
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Superintendent’s Report:  Dr. Cosentino reported on the Legislative Breakfast she attended last week at Sandy 

Hook. This was done through CABE and CAPSS as they are preparing to put together legislative priorities. Dr. 

Cosentino briefly reviewed the priorities stating that this information is in the Board packets. 

 

Dr. Cosentino mentioned that CABE Day on the Hill will be held on March 7th.  She hopes a few students will 

also be attending. If anyone is interested in attending to let her know. 

 

Dr, Cosentino reported on the Regional Efficiency Work Group she attended with Bob Giesen.  She shared the 

topics that had been discussed and stated that Regional Superintendents also attended. The Danbury News 

Times had recently printed an article. The next meeting will be in February. 

 

Dr. Cosentino mentioned she had attended The District Management Group Conference in New York City on 

January 10-12.  She shared information that had been presented. 

 

Dr. Cosentino briefly mentioned the Region 12 Public Schools Enrollment Projection to 2027 prepared by Peter 

Prowda. A correction on page 17 regarding Bethlehem School will be made. It was noted that the Tuition-In 

Program could help increase future enrollment numbers. If needed, a discussion on the report can be held during 

an upcoming Bard meeting.  

 

Dr. Cosentino reported on the appointment of Mark Obolewicz, Music Teacher at Shepaug. Students Joe 

DeMilio and Max Krantz were acknowledged for their initiative in aiding the current substitute music teacher 

during class. Dr. Cosentino also reported on the leave of absence of Lori Bishop, Mathematics Teacher at 

Shepaug, effective May 21-August 23, 2018. 

 

Dr. Cosentino stated that Minds in Motion will begin on February 24 and that it is a wonderful program 

sponsored by The Connecticut Association of the Gifted. 

 

 

REACH  
 

Teresa DeBrito, Director of Curriculum, introduced the REACH Program beginning with a video. Following the 

video were remarks by the REACH staff: Ann Wescott, Anthony Weymouth, Jill Horan, and Corinne Houle. 

Questions and comments followed.  

 

 

TRANSITION PROGRAM 

 

Allyson O’Hara, Director of Pupil Services, presented on the Transition Program. Mrs. O’Hara stated that this 

program is something she is looking into offering at Region 12. Currently students travel to other towns and that 

is based upon being accepted into those towns’ program. In the presentation, it was stated that a gentleman who 

has space in the Depot has offered to donate space to be used as the hub for the program. Mrs. O’Hara explained 

how the program would be set up, how teachers would be used and the opportunities it would provide to 

students. Mrs. O’Hara is hopeful the program could start in the fall of 2018. Discussion followed. 

 

 

ACTION ITEMS 

 

Review and Discussion of the AgSTEM Project Schedule by Greg Cava, Chairman of the Building Committee. 

Mr.  Cava stated that the project schedule has not changed much since the last time it was presented and he will 

have the most recent schedule in the next Board packet. The AgSTEM facility is still on schedule for opening 

the fall of 2019 with anticipated completion of the project the end of November/beginning of December 2019. 

Mr. Cava reported that although the program is on schedule, it is important to move forward expeditiously due 
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to permitting for work that needs to be done during Design and Development to move into the Construction 

Phase. Science lab work was mentioned and the usage of partitions. Mr. Cava continued by naming the members 

on his committee and the expertise they bring to the committee.  Those members include: Valerie Andersen, 

Rob Horrigan, Jay Hubelbank, John Kuck, and Alex McNaughton. Mr. Cava continued his report with a review 

of phase completion dates and stating that the Construction Manager is working with Kim Gallo regarding how 

to prioritize needs. Confirmed was the opening of the program, September 2019, with odds and ends being 

completed by the end of 2019. Chairman Amato questioned if the next major milestone would be the 

Construction Documents moving into the Bid Phase. Referring to the construction schedule, Mr. Cava 

responded by saying that he hopes the Design Development Phase will be completed by the end of this month 

(January) possibly early February, Construction Documents completed by the Spring, early April, and expects to 

commence Bid and Award Phase before May with construction starting during the summer. In response to 

questions and clarification on the renovation of the science labs, Mr. Cava explained the process of work to be 

done involving the science lab renovations with the expectation of completion in late November/early December 

2019. Mr. Cava clarified that there will be temporary science labs in place but classrooms currently available 

will not be once renovations begin. Mr. Cava confirmed that there is ongoing discussion between the 

Construction Manager and our staff as to program needs.  

 

Before moving on to Item 2 under Action Items, Chairman Amato asked Mr. Cava to explain the charges and 

guidelines of the Building Committee.  Mr. Cava described the purpose, needs and responsibilities of the 

committee which includes looking in detail to plans, reviewing invoices and payments, and the review of 

contracts. Mr. Cava referred to the Board’s Education meeting agenda of May 23, 2016,  where he had asked the 

following motion to be put on the agenda, “to consider motion to delegate certain authority with respect to the 

Building Projects to the Building Committee including but not limited to the authority to enter into contracts for 

an Architect, Construction Manager, Commissioning Agent, Surveyor, Soil Scientist, Geotechnical Testing 

Contractor, and other ancillary contracts as are necessary or desirable to facilitate the Building Projects (the 

“Contracting Authority”) as well as the authority to approve expenditures from the appropriation of funds for the 

Building Projects and such other matters as it deems necessary or desirable to complete the Building Projects” 

and had been tabled to a date yet to be set. Mr. Cava stated “we are now there.”  Mr. Cava continued stressing 

the need of the motion on behalf of the Building Committee. Mr. Cava stated that with this motion, it would 

allow the committee the expenditure of funds, to manage, complete and execute the project and see it to 

completion. Mr. Cava stated that the Board is now at that point where the motion needs to be acted on. 

Discussion on the proposed motion with a description of what the Building Committee would be doing and be 

responsible for included the process of getting the project done, also describing the responsibility taken on by 

the Construction Manager at Risk, which includes the subcontracting and payment to those groups. It was stated 

that the Construction Manager at Risk is paid the contracted price and it becomes their responsibility to bring the 

project in at the budgeted price, but the committee will review the work done and review the invoices prior to 

payment being made. 

 

Motion to grant full authority to Building Committee to expend up to $32,871,972.00 for the AgSTEM and 

Science Lab building projects. 

 

Questions, discussion, and statements on the proposed motion followed. Questions were raised as to the need of 

approving the full amount of $32,871,972.00 to the Building Committee prior to receipt of bids. With the 

concern of where the $32,871,972.00 sits, Chairman Amato confirmed that the Region has the Commitment 

Letter from the State for funding the project.  Referring to finances and to the construction schedule/spreadsheet 

it was remarked that 57% of the $1.893 million preapproval is still available. Mr. Cava explained that the prior 

approval of $1.893 million completes up to the Construction Document Phase of the project for both the 

Architect and Project Manager. Those documents are what will be used to obtain bids. Mr. Cava continued 

stating that the Construction Manager will look at the bids and based on those bids he (Construction Manager) 

will submit a price guaranteeing the work to be done at that price. Should the actual cost exceed the given price, 

it will fall on the Construction Manager (O&G). Timelines were mentioned and it had been noted that delays in 

the schedule were due to the State of Connecticut’s decision on the program and changes that had been made to 
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the program based on advice from the consultants. The need to move forward and in a timely fashion was 

acknowledged. Mr. Cava clarified that the funds already approved are tied up with the Architect and 

Construction Manager, documents and that in March/April most of the $1.893 million in question will have been 

spent. 

 

Committee meeting dates were mentioned with Mr. Cava confirming that the committee currently meets every 

two weeks, excluding holidays, and if needed, additional meetings would be scheduled. When asked about staff 

being in place, Mr. Cava stated that it was his understanding that people who would be running the program 

would be in place prior to the end of construction and anything referring to curriculum would be addressed by 

Kim Gallo and Teresa DeBrito. 

 

At 8:52 p.m. – 8:57 p.m. there was a brief recess to switch recording tapes. 

 

Referring to the most recent schedule (which had been emailed to all Board members during the recess), Mr. 

Buonaiuto had asked about the dates of the Bid Phase stating his concerns with giving the Building Committee 

authority for spending until the bids come back, stating that until the bids do come back, the actual expenditure 

is uncertain. According to the referenced schedule, bids are due back between June 6, 2018 and July 13, 2018. 

Mr. Cava assured Mr. Buonaiuto that in the event the expenditure exceeds the $32,871,972.00, the committee 

would have to return to the Board and the Board would make the decision on the next step. Mr. Cava added that 

in the event the bids are higher, the Building Committee would reevaluate the program and see if there are 

alternatives where they could save money. An example given was a 4 bay garage, reduced to a 3 bay.  

 

MOTION: made by John Buonaiuto, seconded by Peter Tagley to table Action Item 2 to allow total 

expenditure to the Building Committee until the bids are returned, in July 2018. 

 

Point of Motion – Mr. Cava questioned as to whether the stated motion is a debatable motion. 

Point of Information made by Mr. Brown – to clarify the difference between tabling a motion and postponing a 

motion. 

 

Mr. Buonaiuto agreed when asked by the Chair to continue with questions/answers of the Board to Mr. Cava 

before voting on the motion. Focusing on the need to give the Building Committee the authority to spend the 

$32,871,972.00, since $1.893 million had already been approved, questions were asked of Mr. Cava for 

example: the timeline, the Construction Manager at Risk being hired at the end of the bid process. Mr. Cava 

stated the Construction Manager had already been hired, being O&G, who has been servicing the project from 

the beginning. Mr. Cava clarified that the Construction Manager assumes the risk for the project, and that they 

would normally carry At Risk Insurance in the event of i.e. if a hurricane comes and takes the building down.  

 

When asked about the acceptance of bids, Mr. Cava stated that the Construction Manager will recommend 

which bids to accept and the Construction Manager at Risk guarantees the job to be done at those prices. Also 

stated was that every job on both projects, (AgSTEM and science labs) will go out for bid. As far as O&G 

monies with the Construction Manager, that still needs to be discussed with O&G. Mr. Brown questioned 

change orders and how that process would be made regarding the bid numbers and finishing the project. Dollar 

amounts were once again commented on with Mr. Cava restating the expenditures of the previously approved 

$1.893 million and items that were outside the original scope that needed to be paid such as permitting, septic 

and traffic studies. 

 

At this point, Mrs. Gorra stated how much she appreciated the work and information of Mr. Cava and his 

committee. Also stating that this project had been approved and feels that instead of delaying the approval of the 

request for a few months and having Mr. Cava keep coming back asking for money, to approve the expenditure 

to the committee with reports coming back to the Board. It was noted that by following the Business Plan of the 

original proposal, Region 12 will be hiring the Director of the AgSTEM program in the fall of 2018, thus there 

will be more conversations with the Board regarding the project. 
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MOTION: made by Jim Hirschfield, seconded by Michelle Gorra to grant full authority to Building 

Committee to expend up to $32,871,972.00 for the AgSTEM and Science Lab building projects 

with full authority of the Committee as described by the Building Committee Chairman tonight. 

 

Discussion followed regarding having checks and balances put in place for the Building Committee, concerns 

about change orders and also “surprise” bills coming to the Board for approval. Mr. Brown referred back to 

$1.893 million and would like assurances that coming back for more money will not be the case. Mr. Cava 

clarified what the preapproved money had been spent on, noting the contents of approved contracts and 

provisions by O&G and KBA (Kaestle Boos Associates). Mr. Cava also described work outside the scope that 

needed to be addressed and was work that had to be paid for. He also spoke about paying for a Construction 

Manager at Risk rather than hiring a Construction Manager and having the Board be responsible for the risks. 

Mr. Cava also stated that he does understand the concerns of the Board with this project. 

 

Chairman Amato asked Mr. Cava for verification that O&G is the Construction Manager at Risk. That they are 

going to collect and evaluate the bids, make a recommendation who the supplier should be on the job or are they 

going to present vendors they would like to work with, delivering the project for said price and it is a fixed 

price? How is the process going to work? 

 

Mr. Cava explained that it is his understanding that bids will be submitted, reviewed for capability and pricing, 

then slotted into bringing the project in on budget with people capable of doing the work. Mr. Amato asked if 

the Construction Manager at Risk, is who will be taking the risk for work outside of the budget? Mr. Cava 

remarked that it is his understanding they (O&G) will have to bring the job in at the price they guaranteed. Mr. 

Amato asked about the few contingencies being in place at the price that is being guaranteed.  Mr. Cava stated 

he has not seen the details, he does know that there were contingencies and will assume there will probably be 

contingencies and some made on part by the Region. It was clarified that yes, O&G has a fixed price which 

includes their fee as well as covering vendors and their supplies, etc., and that the contract does have a 

contingency line to cover the labs and AgSTEM.  Spending of the contingency is built into the contract by O&G 

and, Mr. Cava believes, O&G would absorb extra costs. Mr. Cava referred back to an earlier presentation made 

by Mr. Giesen explaining the Contractor at Risk.  

 

Mr. Cava assured the Board that he would be coming back to the Finance Committee and to the Board on a 

regular basis to keep the Board up-to-date on the project. Mr. Cava suggested adding Building Committee 

Updates to the Board of Education, Education Meeting Agenda. Chairman Amato suggested that when reaching 

the milestone of making the decision to go forward with the contract with O&G, Mr. Cava should let the Board 

know before signing, and Mr. Cava will assure the Board that he will be taking that step. Mr. Cava agreed and 

added that he would work on a standard form of reporting to the Board to get it out prior to a meeting so 

questions can be addressed during the meeting. Chairman Amato said he would work on that process with Mr. 

Cava. 

 

Discussion on the motions. Mr. Buonaiuto spoke on the motion of spending $32 million plus and cautioned the 

Board in its decision. Mr. Tagley complimented Mr. Cava on all his work and the good job he has been doing. 

Mr. Cava thanked Mr. Tagley and at this time also recognized his committee. 

 

PRIOR  made by John Buonaiuto, seconded by Peter Tagley, to postpone Action Item 2 to allow  

MOTION: total expenditure to the Building Committee until bids are received in July 2018. 

 

VOTE:  In favor:    John Buonaiuto and Peter Tagley. 

 

Opposed:   Anthony Amato, Alan Brown, Gregory Cava, Michelle Gorra, James  

     Hirschfield, Jennifer Pote, Lisa Roush, Michael Sinatra, and Julie Stuart. 
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Motion failed (2 – 9 – 0) 

 

PRIOR  made by James Hirschfield, seconded by Michelle Gorra, to grant full authority to the Building 

MOTION: Committee to expend up to $32,871,972.00 for the AgSTEM and Science Lab building projects 

with full authority of the Committee as described by the Building Committee Chair at tonight’s 

meeting. 

 

Noted by Mr. Brown, in a letter received by the State, they committed to paying their share of $29,956,408.00. 

 

VOTE:  In favor:    Anthony Amato, Alan Brown, Gregory Cava, Michelle Gorra, James  

     Hirschfield, Jennifer Pote, Lisa Roush, Michael Sinatra, and Julie Stuart. 

 

Opposed:   John Buonaiuto and Peter Tagley.  

 

Motion passed (9 – 2 – 0) 

 

Chairman Amato thanked the Board on the discussion and also to Mr. Cava for his extensive hours along with 

the time given by his committee. 

 

 

EXECUTIVE SESSION 

 

MOTION: made by James Hirschfield, to enter into Executive Session at 9:45 p.m. for the discussion of a 

personnel matter. 

 

VOTE:  unanimous. 

 

After a brief recess, the meeting reconvened in Room D24 at 9:54 p.m. 

 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

 

The meeting returned to public session and was adjourned at 10:06 p.m. 

 

 

SH/January 2018 

 


